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Animations from MICOM model

Salinity Temperature



notes 

1  Momentum equations for the wind-driven circulation, the beta plane 
(miniquiz) 

2  Vorticity, planetary vorticity  
(miniquiz)



 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FmnkQ2ytlO8 

Angular momentum and ice skating

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FmnkQ2ytlO8
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Vorticity in the North Atlantic

relative vorticity in HYCOM model



Vorticity in the North Atlantic

relative vorticity in HYCOM model



 

Wingtip vortices, 1990.  
PUBLIC DOMAIN/NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
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Wingtip vortices
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Visualizing vorticity

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vorticity#Examples 
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Marshall and Plumb 2008

Global wind stress and wind curl



notes 

3  vorticity equation



 vs      ζ ξ
Announcing!



notes 

4  vortex decay



https://oceantoday.noaa.gov/fuelforthestorm/

Hurricanes weakening over land: vortex decay

https://www.wmcactionnews5.com/2018/10/11/breakdown-
why-hurricanes-weaken-when-moving-across-land/ 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sxAiRe_QWWA

Spin-down in a cup of tea: Einstein’s tea leaf paradox

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sxAiRe_QWWA


https://mirjamglessmer.com/2019/08/11/demonstrating-
ekman-layers-in-a-rotating-tank-high-pressure-and-low-
pressure-systems/
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notes 

5  Rossby waves



https://www.britannica.com/science/Rossby-wave

Rossby wave patterns over the 
North Pole depicting the formation 

of an outbreak of cold air over 
Asia

https://www.britannica.com/science/Rossby-wave


Rossby waves play a significant role in shaping weather. This NASA Goddard animation 
shows atmospheric waves as indicated by the jet stream. colors: wind speed, from slow 
(blue) to fast (red).

Rossby waves on the atmospheric jet stream
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Global Warming Science 101, Droughts, Eli Tziperman

Atmospheric teleconnections: Rossby wave train forced by ENSO 

sea surface temperature anomaly 
during an El Niño event 
(https://snowbrains.com/noaa-el-
nino-update-today/)
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Atmospheric teleconnections: Rossby wave train forced by ENSO 

solid contours: schematic upper 
atmosphere geopotential height anomaly; 
shaded area at equator: enhanced 
cloudiness and rain. Light arrows: mid-
tropospheric stream line distorted by wave 
pattern. (Horel & Wallace 1981)
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Atmospheric teleconnections: Rossby wave train forced by ENSO 

solid contours: schematic upper 
atmosphere geopotential height anomaly; 
shaded area at equator: enhanced 
cloudiness and rain. Light arrows: mid-
tropospheric stream line distorted by wave 
pattern. (Horel & Wallace 1981)

sea surface temperature anomaly 
during an El Niño event 
(https://snowbrains.com/noaa-el-
nino-update-today/)

precipitation and 
atmospheric heating due to 
El Niño, which forces 
atmospheric waves

Rossby wave High pressure. Such a 
remotely forced signal 
drives drought conditions 
over south-west North 
America during La Niña 
events
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Short Rossby waves:  
eastward group & westward phase velocity



Short Rossby waves:  
eastward group & westward phase velocity



notes 

6  Sverdrup balance



Angular momentum conservation & wind-driven ocean circulation: 
 

Angular momentum:  

Moment of inertia:  

 
Vortex stretching leads to a smaller moment of inertia & therefore to a faster rotation  

In the ocean, vorticity is planetary plus relative 
 

relative vorticity is negligible, hence poleward motion in response to stretching (upward 
Ekman pumping), and equatorward motion in response to compression (downward 

Ekman pumping)

L = mr × v = Iω

ω

vorticity = 2Ω sin θ + ζ



Sverdrup flow:  
wind-driven ocean flow away from the western boundary 

Schematic Sverdrup flow from 
observed wind stress curl

Fig. 4.4. Depth-integrated steric height P, calculated from the right-hand side of the 
Sverdrup relation (eqn (4.5)), using the data from Hellerman and Rosenstein (1983). 
Units are 101 m2. For details of the integration procedure see Godfrey (1989).
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current is seen in the southern Indian Ocean. This asymmetrical distribution of currents

reflects similar asymmetries of the annual mean wind stress field of Figure 1.4.

 Fig. 4.4. Depth-integrated steric height P, calculated from the right-hand side of the Sverdrup

relation (eqn (4.5)), using the data from Hellerman and Rosenstein (1983). Units are 101 m2. For

details of the integration procedure see Godfrey (1989).

An important thing to note for later reference is the magnitude of the western boundary

currents generated by the Sverdrup mechanism: 50 Sv for the Kuroshio, 30 Sv for the Gulf

Stream and the Brazil Current, 25 Sv for the East Australian Current, and 70 Sv for the

Agulhas Current; independent estimates of the flow between Australia and Indonesia of

16 Sv were used for obtaining the latter two transports. To give some feeling what these

numbers mean we note that 50 Sv correspond to about 4000 cubic kilometers per day!

When it comes to the discussion of individual oceans it will become clear that none of

these transport estimates is very accurate, because regional effects modify the boundary

currents. Nevertheless, there can be no doubt that the currents are wind-driven, in the sense

that they provide continuity of transport for the Sverdrup regime of the ocean interior.

Another feature of Figure 4.7 worth noting is the existence, in each ocean basin, of

circulations bounded by contours of zero stream function value. The circulation cells

bounded by zero stream function contours are known as "gyres"; those lying between the

maximum westerlies and Trades in Figure 4.7 are known as the subtropical gyres.  Within

each subtropical gyre, the wind stress curl generates equatorward depth-integrated flow in the

ocean interior, which returns poleward in the western boundary currents. Poleward of the

subtropical gyres in the Northern Hemisphere are the subpolar gyres. Flow within these is

poleward in the interior and equatorward at the western boundary. The convergence of the

western boundary currents of the subtropical and subpolar gyres produces the polar fronts,

regions  of  strong  horizontal  temperature  and salinity gradients  where  warm subtropical

http://gyre.umeoce.maine.edu/physicalocean/
Tomczak/regoc/pdffiles/colour/single/04P-Ekman.pdf 

http://weatherclimatelab.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/chap10.pdf 

http://gyre.umeoce.maine.edu/physicalocean/Tomczak/regoc/pdffiles/colour/single/04P-Ekman.pdf
http://gyre.umeoce.maine.edu/physicalocean/Tomczak/regoc/pdffiles/colour/single/04P-Ekman.pdf
http://weatherclimatelab.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/chap10.pdf


notes 

7  Wind driven circulation: Boundary currents 



notes 

8 Heuristic explanations of western boundary currents based on a vorticity 
argument: 
1) vorticity 

2) Rossby waves



And now for another explanation

Make a list of the errors you notice!
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notes 
9 Abyssal circulation, Stommel-Arons

146 HENRY STOMMEL and A. B. ARONS 

so we take 4, = 4,3 as an isobar : ~ = 0 .  As before, we  require geostrophic flow in 

the interior, but  we shall now satisfy continuity requirements by allowing departure 

f rom geostrophy in a western boundary  current. Our  justification for the treatment 

carried out  below rests on the success with which the same method predicts and 

describes similar flow patterns in a rotating cylindrical tank (STOMMEL et  aL, 1958). 

As an initial illustration we take a uniformly distributed sink Q0 over the entire 

surface and balance this by a concentrated source So at the pole, considering the 

basin north  o f  the equator for simplicity (Fig. 6). Since the surface area o f  the sector 

is a ~ ( 4 , ~ -  4,0, we take the concentrated source at the north pole as 

So = Qo aS (4,3 - 4,1). The geostrophic velocities and surface isobars are given by : 

u - -  Q0 a cotan 
h 

2Qo a sin ~ .  (4,~ - 4,) 
v -  h 

_ 2oJa~ Q o cos 2 ~.  (4, _ ff~) (3.1) 
gh 

The pattern o f  the isobars is shown in Fig. 6. (There is a singularity at the pole 

similar to that encountered in Section 2). 

1 
Fig. 7. Notation for evaluating strength of 
western boundary current Tee (0) by con- 
sideration of continuity of mass flow in a 

sector. 

Fig. 6. Circulation pattern in meridionally 
bounded ocean with concentrated source S O 
at North Pole and a uniformly distributed 

sink Qo, such that S O = Qo a2 (¢2 - ~1). 

This flow does not satisfy boundary  conditions at 4, = 4,1, and, following the 

procedure used by (STOMMEL, et al., 1958) we introduce symbolicaly a western 

boundary  current T w (o~) shown positive southward by the heavy arrow in Fig. 7. 

Consider a section of  the ocean (Fig. 7) bounded  by 4'1, 4,2, and o~. The total outward 

flux o f  mass f rom portions o f  the basin so bounded consists o f  four parts : 

1. The western boundary  current T w (~). 

Stommel and Arons 1960
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A current o f  recirculated water equal to the source strength starts at the pole and 

flows toward the source just as in the cylindrical case (SvoMMEL et al., 1958), but  in 

the spherical geometry this current gradually diminishes to zero at ~ : 60 ° (30 ° 

north latitude). A nor thward current o f  equal strength starts at the equatorial source 

Fig. 8. Circulation pattern in meridionally bounded ocean with concentrated source S o (fed by 
western boundary current from below the equator) and a uniformly distributed sink Qo such that 

So = Oo a 2 (4'2 - '~1)" 

and also diminishes to zero at 30 ° nor th  latitude. (This feature is completely absent 

in the corresponding cylindrical situation). The zonal transport  out  o f  these two 

currents feeds exactly the same interior flow pattern as in Fig. 6. 

In the second paper o f  this series, we shall repreatedly make use o f  the above results 

in order to sketch idealized patterns o f  boundary  currents and interior circulation 

in various basins o f  the world ocean. 

(4) FURTHER ILLUSTRATIONS OF CIRCULATIONS IN MERIDIONALLY 
BOUNDED BASINS 

Applying the analytical method outlined in Section 3, we now state the results 

obtained for a few other basically interesting cases o f  source-sink distributions. 

(a) A simple form of  the function Q which avoids singular flows at the poles is 

Q = Q0s in"~cos~ ,  n ~  I (4.1) 

Thus  the half  o f  the basin nor th  o f  the equator  is a sink while the southern half  

is an equal source. So is taken as zero. 

The isobars are given by the disturbed height 

_ 2oJa2 Q0 sin" ~ cos a ~ .  (¢ - ~ )  (4.2) 
gh 

and the western boundary  current t ransport  by 

2 sin" 
Tw(O) = Qoa n - - - ~  [(n + 3) cos ~ - 1] .  ( ~  - ~1). (4.3) 

Fig. 8. Circulation pattern in meridionally bounded 
ocean with concentrated source  (fed by western 
boundary current from below the equator) and a 
uniformly distributed sink Qo such that 

S0

S0 = Q0a2(ϕ2 − ϕ1)

Fig. 6. Circulation pattern in meridionally bounded 
ocean with concentrated source  at north pole 
and a uniformly distributed sink Qo such that 

S0

S0 = Q0a2(ϕ2 − ϕ1)
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FIG. 4. Hydrographic properties and float launch sites (solid dots) along BOUNCE I Section 3: (a) potential temperature, (b)
potential density, (c) CFC (F-11), (d) dissolved oxygen, and (e) absolute alongslope velocity from lowered acoustic Doppler
current profiler (LADCP). See Fig. 2 for section location. The continental slope is to the left. The shallow floats were launched
at the level of ULSW, and the deep floats were deployed several hundred meters above the bottom in OW.

Fig. 4. Hydrography & float launch sites 
(solid dots) along BOUNCE I Section 3: 
(a) , (b) , (c) CFC (F-11), (d) 
dissolved oxygen, and (e) absolute 
along-slope velocity from lowered 
ADCP. The shallow floats were launched 
at the level of ULSW, and the deep floats 
were deployed several hundred meters 
above the bottom in OW. 
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FIG. 5. First part of tracks of five floats deployed along BOUNCE
I Section 3, two shallow (275 and 277) and three deep (254, 265,
and 269). Dots along tracks indicate daily positions. Launch locations
of floats are indicated by circled 3’s. Bathymetric contours are every
500 m.

CFC water that is flowing generally equatorward along
the continental slope.

b. Large-scale pathways and spreading rates
1) SHALLOW FLOATS

In Fig. 6a, the complete trajectories of the 12 shallow
floats are superimposed on the bathymetry of the west-
ern North Atlantic and the meandering envelope of the
Gulf Stream. The latter is defined as one standard de-
viation around the long-term mean Gulf Stream path at
the surface, obtained from eight years of Advanced Very
High Resolution Radiometer sea surface temperature
observations (Lee 1994). The floats that did not ground
and lose their weights prematurely (blue tracks; mostly
those launched offshore of the 1500-m isobath) gen-
erally drifted equatorward along the continental slope
(with some cross-slope excursions) to the crossover re-
gion, where they were entrained offshore along the path
of the Gulf Stream. Only one shallow float was south
of the Gulf Stream after two years and its trajectory is
shown in Fig. 7a. After being launched between the
2000 and 3000 m isobaths in November 1994, it drifted
onshore, then slowly equatorward along the upper slope
until June 1995, when it rapidly crossed the continental
slope (1). Infrared images of sea surface temperature
for this time period show a large warm core ring over
the continental slope southwest of the float, which most
likely caused the float to be diverted offshore. The float
was then briefly entrained into the Gulf Stream (2),
indicated by higher eastward speeds and temperatures
(not shown), then crossed out of the stream to the north

and drifted southwestward over the lower slope from
June to October 1995 (3). It was entrained again into
the stream near the crossover (4) and advected eastward
to about 628W (5), where it again crossed north of the
stream and drifted westward (6). When it was entrained
into the stream for the third time, the float started loop-
ing cyclonically indicating that it had been caught in a
cold core ring, where it remained until it surfaced in
November 1996 (7).
The other shallow floats that reached the crossover

region behaved similarly in that they were entrained into
the Gulf Stream, advected eastward, and crossed out of
the stream one or more times to the north. However,
except for the float described above, none of them
crossed ‘‘permanently’’ to the south of the stream in
two years. For example, float 270 (Fig. 7b) was launched
between the 2000 and 3000 m isobaths near 69.58W. It
drifted steadily equatorward to the crossover region (1),
then turned sharply offshore along the path of the Gulf
Stream (2). It looped briefly out of the stream to the
north, indicated by the cyclonic loops and the cooler
temperatures (not shown) (3), then drifted rapidly east-
ward in the stream to about 558W (4). Here it decel-
erated, turned northward, then southwestward, and ap-
proximately followed the 4000-m isobath all the way
to about 688W before being entrained into the stream
again (5). It crossed north of the stream again (6), drifted
slowly westward (7), then surfaced only about 300 km
from where it had been launched. This float stayed north
of or at the northern edge of the Gulf Stream for its
entire 2-yr mission.
The net displacement vectors of the shallow floats

(Fig. 6b), clearly show that only one of the seven full-
mission floats (blue arrows) (about 15%) ended up well
south of the Gulf Stream’s meandering envelope after
two years. Another full-mission float, number 275, was
near the southern edge of the meandering envelope, but
all the other floats (including the short-mission floats,
red arrows) were either within the Gulf Stream’s me-
andering envelope, or north of it, after two years.
The float data can be used to make direct estimates

of both the meridional spreading rate of ULSW and the
mean advective rate of ULSW in the DWBC. The for-
mer is calculated from the net displacements of the
floats, and the results are listed in Table 2. Considering
only the seven full-mission floats, the range in mean
zonal velocity was21.6 to11.7 cm s21, and the overall
mean, westward at 20.2 6 0.4 cm s21, is not signifi-
cantly different from zero. The standard error of the
mean was calculated assuming (conservatively) that
each float is an independent sample. This is justified by
the fact that the Lagrangian integral timescale (estimated
from the autocorrelation function for the floats) is about
10 days, and floats launched along the same CTD section
diverge significantly during the 2-yr mission. Mean me-
ridional velocities were all southward and ranged from
21.2 to 20.1 cm s21, with a mean of 20.6 6 0.2 cm
s21 southward.

FIG. 5. First part of tracks of five floats 
deployed along BOUNCE I Section 3, two 
shallow (275 and 277) and three deep 
(254, 265, and 269). Dots along tracks 
indicate daily positions. Launch locations 
of floats are indicated by circled x’s. 
Bathymetric contours are every 500 m. 

Lagrangian Observations of the Deep Western Boundary Current in the North Atlantic Ocean. 
Part I: Large-Scale Pathways and Spreading Rates. AMY S. BOWER AND HEATHER D. HUNT, 2000 



The End


